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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Background:  Critically ill patients may be admitted to the pediatric intensive care unit (ICU) at 

any time, while staffing and other factors may vary by day of the week or time of day. 

 

Objective:  To evaluate whether admission during off-hours to pediatric ICUs is associated with 

increased mortality.   

 

Methods:  A retrospective analysis of admissions of children <18 years old between January 1
st

, 

2009 - September 29
th

, 2012 was performed using the Virtual PICU Systems (VPS, LLC) database.  

Off-hours was defined to include nighttime (7:00pm-6:59am any day) and weekend (any time on 

Saturday or Sunday) admissions.  Regression analysis was performed using a mixed-effects 

multivariate model adjusting for severity of illness and other significant factors.     

 

Results:  Using data from 246,184 admissions, patients admitted to pediatric ICUs during off-

hours had a higher unadjusted ICU mortality (off-hours 2.8% vs. weekdays 2.2%, p<0.0001).  On 

multivariate regression, off-hours admission was independently associated with reduced odds of 

mortality (OR 0.91, 95%CI 0.85-0.97, p=0.004), as was nighttime admission (OR 0.87, 95%CI 

0.82-0.93, p<0.0001), while weekend admission had no association with mortality (OR 1.0, 

95%CI 0.93-1.07, p=0.9).  Peak mortality was observed during the morning hours from 6:00am-

10:59am, and post-hoc analysis revealed that admission during this period was independently 

associated with increased odds of mortality (OR 1.22, 95%CI 1.10-1.33, p<0.0001).   
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Conclusions:  Off-hours admission does not independently increase odds of death in a large 

sample of pediatric ICUs.  Admission from 6:00am-10:59 am, which often includes morning 

rounds, is associated with increased mortality and warrants further evaluation.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Background 

Among more than 40,000 deaths annually in children 18 years and younger in the 

United States, greater than 50% occur in the hospital setting [1, 2].  An estimated 80-90% of 

pediatric in-hospital deaths occur in an intensive care unit (ICU), with approximately 56% of 

pediatric in-hospital deaths occurring in the pediatric ICU and >80% of pediatric in-hospital 

deaths in non-neonates occurring in the pediatric ICU [3, 4].  Overall mortality in the pediatric 

ICU is estimated at approximately 3% [5], though certain patient and system factors may 

significantly increase hospitalized children’s risk of death.  Average age of patients in the 

pediatric ICU is approximately 6.8 years [5].  However,  >50% of pediatric in-hospital deaths are 

in patients under 1 year of age [1, 4], with those who died in the pediatric ICU being a median of 

5 months old in one study [3], demonstrating the significant burden of years of life lost.   

 Admission of severely ill or decompensating patients to an ICU can occur at any time, 

however organizational and other factors may vary by time of day and day of the week.   

Therefore, admission during off-hours as compared with regular daytime hours has been 

hypothesized to confer an increased risk of mortality in the ICU setting.  Although definitions are 

heterogeneous, off-hours are often defined as nights (often 5pm or 7pm until around 7am), 

weekends, and holidays.   At least 15 studies have evaluated this potential association in adult 

ICUs, with conflicting results.  A recent meta-analysis of 10 such studies evaluating over 100 

adult ICUs and more than 130,000 admissions found that nighttime admission was not 

associated with an increased mortality when compared with daytime, with an odds ratio (OR) of 

1.0 [95% CI 0.87-1.17].  However, admission during the weekend was associated with increased 
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mortality when compared with weekdays in this meta-analysis, with an OR of 1.08 [95% CI 1.04-

1.13] [6].  In-hospital mortality was the outcome measure in 8 of the 10 studies included in this 

analysis, with the remainder using ICU mortality.  The largest study not included in this meta-

analysis, published subsequently, evaluated over 149,000 patients (>95% age 20 years or older) 

in a national registry of more than 70 ICUs in the Netherlands.  Mortality was higher during off-

hours in this study, with a relative risk for in-hospital mortality of 1.06 (95% CI 1.03-1.09) during 

off-hours overall and a relative risk of mortality of 1.1 (95% CI 1.07-1.14) on weekends 

specifically [7].  Of note, mortality rates during both daytime and off-hours in these adult studies 

were 10-40%, substantially higher than those found in the pediatric setting. 

 The relationship between off-hours admissions and mortality in the pediatric ICU has 

been directly evaluated in 6 studies in the peer-reviewed literature, with 4 of these being single-

center studies, also with conflicting results.  The largest study to date of off-hours admissions to 

the pediatric ICU analyzed 20,547 admissions to 15 pediatric ICUs from 1995-2001 and 

evaluated only emergency admissions.  In this study, risk of mortality within 48 hours was higher 

(OR 1.28) for admissions during the nighttime compared with daytime, however the 95% 

confidence interval included unity (95% CI 1.00-1.62) [8].  The only other multi-center study in 

the pediatric ICU setting examined 3,212 admissions to two pediatric ICUs in the Netherlands  

from 2003-2007 and found no difference in mortality risk for off-hours vs. daytime  admissions 

after adjustment for severity of illness (OR 0.95 [95%CI 0.71-1.27]) [9].   Of the four single-center 

studies in the pediatric ICU setting, two found no difference in mortality during off-hours when 

adjustment was made for severity of illness [10, 11], while one study in a pediatric cardiac ICU 

found higher mortality between the specific hours of 8pm and 2am (OR for mortality compared 

with other times of admission 1.64, 95%CI 1.08-2.50), and the largest single-center study of 
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4,456 non-elective admission to a pediatric ICU in Australia found lower risk-adjusted mortality 

during off-hours as compared with weekdays (OR 0.71, 95%CI 0.52-0.98) [12].  In summary, 

results of investigation into a potential relationship between off-hours admission to the 

pediatric ICU and increased mortality have been inconsistent, perhaps related to the 

heterogeneity of patient populations, staffing patterns, and the small size of most studies.  

However, findings in larger studies in adults as well as the largest study to date in children have 

indicated some increased risk of mortality during off-hours, indicating that further investigation 

is warranted.   No study has evaluated a large national sample of pediatric ICU admissions 

comparable to larger adult studies, and all studies to date have included only admissions prior to 

2007. 

 The possible pathway for increased risk of mortality for patients admitted during off-

hours in the pediatric ICU includes patient (admission) characteristics, organizational factors, 

and human factors.  A proposed conceptual model is displayed in Figure 1.  Emergent, non-

elective admissions to the pediatric ICU may occur at any time, but after-hours admissions are 

relatively more likely to be emergencies since scheduled admissions such as those after planned 

operative procedures typically occur on weekdays [8, 9, 11-13].  In a study at a large U.S. tertiary 

care pediatric ICU, emergency admissions accounted for 27% of weekday vs. 80% of weekend 

admissions [11], with crude mortality also being significantly higher on weekends (weekday: 

2.2% mortality; weekend: 5.0% mortality, p<0.001).  In another study at a large pediatric cardiac 

ICU in Europe, evening admissions were more likely to be emergencies (daytime 29% 

emergencies; nighttime 65% emergencies) and had higher observed mortality (daytime: 3.8% 

mortality; nighttime: 10.7% mortality, p<0.001) [13].    
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Figure 1:  Conceptual Model for Off-Hours Admission and Increased Mortality  
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Several of the diagnoses most highly associated with death in children, including cardiac 

arrest (odds ratio (OR) for death of 232.3 compared with other hospitalized children), 

pulmonary edema and respiratory failure (OR 9.2), multi-trauma without operative intervention 

(OR 7.8), and septicemia and disseminated infections (OR 7.1) [1] have evidence-based 

interventions associated with them that must be performed within a critical period of seconds 

to minutes to be most effective.  One example of an emergent intervention in the ICU setting is 

the recommendation that high-quality chest compressions are initiated after no more than 10 

seconds of pulse check in cardiac arrest [14].  A study of >58,000  cases of in-hospital cardiac 

arrest in adults found that survival to discharge was higher when the cardiac arrest occurred 

during the daytime vs. night (OR 1.18, 95%CI 1.12-1.23), and also higher when the cardiac arrest 

occurred on a weekday vs. weekend day (OR 1.15, 95%CI 1.09-1.22) [15].  Another study of 102 

cardiac arrests in a pediatric cardiac ICU demonstrated a significantly higher odds of successful 

resuscitation on weekdays vs. weekends (OR 3.8, 95%CI 1.2-11.5), with weekend nights having 

the highest rate of unsuccessful resuscitation [16].   Primary admission diagnosis, as well as 

presence of cardiac massage prior to pediatric ICU admission and several other relevant patient 

admission characteristics are included data elements in the Virtual Pediatric Intensive Care 

Systems, limited liability corporation (VPS, LLC) database, and such characteristics as well as 

severity of illness for weekday and off-hours admissions will be characterized.     

 Severity of illness scoring systems are often used to quantify and attempt to control for 

risk of mortality based on certain patient or admission factors.  In pediatric intensive care, the 

Pediatric Index of Mortality 2 (PIM2) score and the Pediatric Risk of Mortality III (PRISM III) are 

the two most commonly used scoring systems.  A variant of one or both of these scores was 

used in each of the studies previously mentioned investigating the association between off-
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hours admission and mortality in pediatric intensive care, in an effort to control for severity of 

illness in multivariate analysis and focus on organizational or human factors that could be 

modified.  The PIM2 score incorporates 10 variables collected at the time of admission to the 

ICU to estimate mortality risk, including 4 physiologic variables and 6 admission factors, 

including whether the admission is emergent and whether the reason for admission fits within a 

low or high risk category (see Appendix for components of PIM2 and PRISM III scores).  The 

PIM2 score was validated in 20,787 children from 14 ICUs in Australia, New Zealand, and the 

United Kingdom and was found to discriminate between death and survival well, with a receiver 

operator characteristic of 0.90 (95% CI 0.89-0.91) [17].  The PRISM III score uses 17 physiologic 

variables collected in the first 12-24 hours of a patient’s ICU stay [18], with the most abnormal 

values for vital sign or laboratory parameters used when multiple values are collected in this 

time period.  The PRISM III score was validated in 11,165 admissions from 32 PICUs with a 

receiver operator characteristic of 0.94 (95%CI 0.92-0.96), also indicating very good 

discrimination.   For the purposes of this study, PIM2 score will be included in the primary 

multivariate analysis as this is a required data element in the VPS database, however a second 

analysis will be performed using PRISM III to determine whether a significantly different result is 

found for the admissions including PRISM III data. 

 Staffing during off-hours may vary for physicians, nurses, as well as other staff.  Several 

studies have investigated the effect of attending ICU physician staffing in both adult and 

pediatric intensive care, with studies generally showing benefit from having ready access to 

intensivist care, but unclear benefit from 24/7 in-house attending coverage.  The Leapfrog 

group, a major United States patient safety organization, has issued recommendations for adult 

and pediatric ICU physician staffing, including  that an attending intensivist should be present 
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during daytime hours and provide clinical care exclusively in the ICU during this time.  During 

off-hours, the intensivist should return pages 95% of the time within 5 minutes and have a 

designee (such as a physician or nurse practitioner) on-site and able to reach a patient within 5 

minutes [19].  A systematic review of the adult ICU literature found that high-intensity staffing 

with mandatory intensivist involvement (although not necessarily always on-site) conferred a 

lower risk of hospital and ICU mortality (relative risk for hospital mortality 0.71, 95%CI 0.62-

0.82; for ICU mortality 0.61, 95% CI 0.50-0.75) [20].  A more recent retrospective cohort study of 

a large database of adult ICU admissions including over 65,000 patients admitted to 49 ICUs 

found that nighttime on-site intensivist staffing was associated with a decreased risk of 

mortality in a low-intensity staffing model without mandatory intensivist coverage during the 

day (odds ratio for death 0.61, 95%CI 0.39-0.97), however there was no difference in mortality 

with nighttime intensivist staffing when a high-intensity daytime model was present (OR 1.08, 

95% CI 0.63-1.84) [21].  Furthermore, resident staffing at night in the ICU setting is likely 

decreased compared with daytime, especially given work hour restrictions [22], which would 

reduce overall on-site physician number and may have additional effect on patient outcome.   

 In the pediatric ICU, 24/7 intensivist coverage appears to have become much more 

common over time, however any benefit on outcomes is unclear.  A survey published in 2004 

reported that 94% of United States pediatric ICUs had a pediatric intensivist on staff, with 17% 

being in-house overnight [23].  A more recent report indicated that 45% of 29 pediatric ICUs 

surveyed had 24/7 intensivist coverage [24], while a query of the VPS database from 2006-2008 

found that 42% of the 67 pediatric ICUs had 24/7 intensivist presence.  In the latter study, 

pediatric ICUs with 24/7 intensivist coverage did not have any overall difference in mortality, 

length of ICU stay, or duration of mechanical ventilation [25]. 
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Several other studies have examined the impact of increased off-hours physician 

staffing in the pediatric ICU stetting using pre-post interventional design.  A study at 2 pediatric 

ICUs in the United States found increased odds of survival associated with introducing a 

hospitalist in-house overnight rather than only resident physicians (OR for survival 2.8, 95%CI 

not given) [26].  A study of a single pediatric ICU in Malaysia found a decreased standardized 

mortality ratio from 1.57 (95%CI 1.25-1.95) to 0.56 (95% CI 0.47-0.67) associated with 24-hour 

intensivist coverage rather than off-site general pediatricians providing coverage [27].  More 

recently, a report of 18,702 patient admissions to a large tertiary care center indicated that 

duration of mechanical ventilation was reduced by 35% (95%CI 25-44) and ICU length of stay 

was shorter (mean 4.7 vs. 4.3 days) after 24/7 attending intensivist coverage was instituted, 

with no significant effect on mortality [28].  While interesting, each of these studies may have 

been biased by maturation effect since the increased staffing model was always evaluated at a 

later time point, when other factors in the care of critically ill children in general or at that 

institution may have changed.   

 Staffing models of nurses and other staff may also influence outcome of pediatric ICU 

patients during off-hours.  In one study of greater than 27,000 ICU patients from over 200 

hospitals in Korea, every additional patient per nurse was associated with a 9% increased odds 

of death (OR 1.09, 95%CI 1.04-1.14).  In this same study, lack of a board-certified attending 

presence in the ICU for 4 or more hours per day was also significantly associated with death (OR 

1.56, 95%CI 1.20-2.01) [29].  In a meta-analysis of studies of nurse staffing in ICUs, increased 

nurse staffing was associated with decreased odds of death (OR 0.91, 95%CI 0.86-0.96) as well 

as decreased risk of hospital-acquired pneumonia, unplanned extubation, respiratory failure, 

and cardiac arrest [30].  Two studies have found an increased risk of unplanned extubation with 
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higher patient/nurse ratios in the pediatric ICU setting specifically [31, 32].  While no study has 

characterized whether nursing staffing patterns are consistently different during off-hours in the 

pediatric ICU, it appears that if present, such differences could influence outcome.  Another 

staffing group which may be less likely to be fully available during off-hours are pediatric-trained 

pharmacists.  One study at a large children’s hospital found that medication errors were 

significantly more likely to occur during off-hours (1.17 errors per 1000 doses during daytime vs. 

2.12 errors per 1000 doses during nighttime, p=0.005) [33].  Another study reported a drop in 

serious medication errors in the pediatric ICU from 29 to 6 per 1000 patient days with 

introduction of a full-time unit-based clinical pharmacist [34].  While availability of nursing, 

pediatric pharmacists, as well as other specialized support (such as respiratory therapy, 

laboratory, radiology, or others) during off-hours in the pediatric ICU may be variable and 

incompletely defined, limited data suggest that relevant outcomes may be affected by 

decreased staffing of these groups as well and could contribute to any overall effect of off-hours 

admission on mortality.   

 Human factors have also been identified as a key contributor to patient safety and 

outcomes of hospitalized patients [35], and may play a role increasing the likelihood of delays in 

care or errors for admissions during off-hours.  Fatigue has been linked to diminished 

performance for both physicians and nurses [36].   Although night work is often done as shifts 

similar in duration to those during the daytime, many caregivers may be rotating day and night 

shifts, which has been associated with decreased sleep quantity and changes in autonomic 

function  [37, 38].  Circadian rhythm disruption has also been described among night shift 

workers, which has been linked with diminished cognitive and psychomotor performance in 

medical practitioners as well as other disciplines such as locomotive drivers, airplane pilots, and 
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nuclear safety officers [39].  Furthermore, a mixed-methods crossover study in two adult ICUs 

found that introduction of intensivist presence overnight was associated with more role conflict 

reported by nurses, suggesting that communication issues may arise during off-hours when 

staffing patterns are adjusted [40].  These and other human factors could influence care of 

patients admitted during off-hours, especially when urgent or emergent care is required, if 

barriers to individual or group performance are present. 

 Some characteristics of pediatric ICU patients may amplify any association between off-

hours admission and mortality by making errors or delays more likely to occur, or more likely to 

harm the patient when present.  Pediatric patients are more likely to require weight-based 

adjustments to medications, as well more careful selection of supplies and/or expertise for 

procedures such as intubations or placement of invasive lines, making availability of specialized 

support such as consultant physicians, respiratory therapists, or pharmacists potentially more 

important as compared with adult ICU patients.  While similar time restrictions exist in adult 

guidelines, the small size of pediatric patients and more variable techniques and equipment 

sizes may make delays more likely unless a specialized caregiver is present.  Furthermore, 

children may decompensate more quickly; while apneic adults who are pre-oxygenated may 

maintain acceptable oxygen saturation for minutes, infants may experience desaturation and 

bradycardia within seconds when apneic.  These additional modifying factors in the pediatric 

population make an association between off-hours admission and mortality perhaps even more 

likely in the pediatric as compared with the adult ICU. 

In summary, studies of off-hours admission and mortality in the pediatric ICU  are 

limited in scope, with the majority analyzing 3000-6000 admissions as compared with a large 

study and a meta-analysis of adult ICU admissions each including >130,000 patients.  The one 
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largest multi-center study in >20,000 pediatric ICU patients did find an increased odds for death 

of 1.28 for nighttime admissions, of borderline statistical significance.   Furthermore, no study 

published on this topic in children to date has included patients admitted after 2007, and some 

aspects of care in pediatric ICUs may have changed during this time, such as increased in-house 

intensivist coverage during off-hours.  Any association between off-hours admission and 

mortality is likely to be multifactorial, with possible contribution from patient, organizational, 

and human factors.  Due to the uncertainty regarding mortality risk for weekend and evening 

hours, and the lack of any recent studies analyzing a large sample of representative United 

States PICUs, a further analysis using the VPS database is warranted to address the question of 

off-hours admission and any effect on mortality in PICU patients.    

Data available in the VPS database will provide information regarding severity of illness 

via PIM2 and PRISMIII scoring including overall risk of mortality and proportion of emergency 

admissions.  Furthermore, data regarding proportion of centers with 24/7 intensivist staffing will 

be provided and able to be accounted for, although staffing patterns of nursing and other 

caregivers are not available.  Therefore, we will be able to control for severity of illness and 24/7 

attending intensivist staffing and determine whether any association between off-hours 

admission and mortality is affected by these characteristics.  Findings from this study could 

generate hypotheses regarding pathways that are not able to be controlled for or investigated in 

this dataset (such as staffing patterns of other groups of caregivers, human factors), as well as 

directly influence aspects of organization of pediatric ICUs by indicating trends in characteristics 

of patients admitted and their outcomes during off-hours vs. regular daytime staffing hours.  
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Aims and Hypotheses 

Primary Aim:  To determine whether patients admitted to the pediatric ICU during off-hours 

(nights and weekends) have greater risk-adjusted mortality than those admitted during 

weekdays in a national sample of United States pediatric ICUs (VPS database).  

Secondary Aim #1: To determine whether patients admitted to the pediatric ICU during 

nighttime hours have a greater risk-adjusted mortality than those admitted during 

daytime. 

Secondary Aim #2: To determine whether patients admitted to the pediatric ICU during 

weekends and holidays have a greater risk-adjusted mortality than those admitted on 

regular weekdays.   

Primary outcome:  Pediatric ICU risk-adjusted mortality (using PIM2 for risk-adjustment) 

Primary Hypothesis:  Risk-adjusted mortality is higher for pediatric ICU patients admitted during 

off-hours. 

Secondary Hypothesis #1:  Risk-adjusted mortality is higher for pediatric ICU patients 

admitted during nighttime hours as compared with daytime. 

Secondary Hypothesis #2:  Risk-adjusted mortality is higher for pediatric ICU patients 

admitted during weekends and holidays, as compared with regular weekdays.   
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CHAPTER 2:  OFF-HOURS ADMISSION AND MORTALITY IN THE 

PEDIATRIC INTENSIVE CARE UNIT 

 
 

Background 

Among more than 40,000 deaths annually in children 18 years and younger in the 

United States, greater than 50% occur in the hospital setting [1, 2].  Over 80% of pediatric in-

hospital deaths in non-neonates occur in the pediatric intensive care unit (ICU) [3, 4].  While 

mortality in the pediatric ICU has been estimated at approximately 3% [5], certain patient and 

system factors may significantly increase risk of death.   

One factor that may affect risk of mortality is admission during nights and weekends.  

While critically ill patients are admitted to the pediatric ICU at all hours, staff number and 

experience level as well as availability of expert consultants may vary at night or on weekends.  

In addition, human factors such as fatigue from shift rotation[38] and circadian rhythm 

disruption[39] may affect performance of staff covering during off-hours[36].  A meta-analysis of 

>130,000 adult ICU admissions found that weekend admission was independently associated 

with increased mortality as compared with weekday (odds ratio 1.08), while nighttime 

admission did not confer increased risk [6].  A national registry study from the Netherlands 

including >149,000 primarily adult ICU admissions also showed increased mortality on weekends 

(odds ratio 1.1) [7].   In the neonatal population, a study of >400,000 births showed that infants 

of mothers who required acute interventions during nighttime labor and delivery as compared 

with daytime had worse perinatal outcomes such as early neonatal death [13]. 

In the pediatric ICU setting, reports of off-hours admission and mortality have yielded 

varying results.  One study of 20,547 admissions from 15 pediatric ICUs in the United States 
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found that risk-adjusted mortality within 48 hours was higher for emergency admissions during 

the nighttime as compared with daytime (odds ratio 1.28) [8].  Several other smaller studies in 

pediatric ICUs have found no difference in risk-adjusted mortality for patients admitted during 

off-hours as compared with weekdays [9-11], and one study found lower risk-adjusted mortality 

during off-hours [12].   A study in a pediatric cardiac ICU found higher mortality for admissions 

between the specific hours of 8:00pm and 2:00am (odds ratio 1.64) [13] 

There may be several reasons for the varied results in studies on off-hours admission 

and mortality in the pediatric ICU population to date.  Studies from pediatric ICUs have included 

limited numbers of admissions compared with studies in the adult and neonatal populations.  

Mortality incidence may be a factor, in that the mortality rates in the adult studies were 10-40%, 

substantially higher than those found in the pediatric setting.   No study published on this topic 

to date in children has included patients admitted after 2007, and some aspects of care in 

pediatric ICUs may have changed during this time, such as increased in-house intensivist 

coverage during off-hours.  Our objective in this study was to investigate the possible 

association between off-hours admission and mortality in a large, current, representative 

sample of pediatric ICU patients.  We hypothesized that mortality would be higher for off-hours 

admissions when compared with weekday admissions, even when adjusted for other important 

factors such as severity of illness and 24/7 intensivist presence.  In addition, we hypothesized 

that risk-adjusted mortality would be higher for the subsets of 1) night vs. daytime and 2) 

weekend vs. weekday admissions.   
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Methods 

Study Population:   De-identified admission data were obtained from the Virtual PICU 

Performance System (VPS, LLC) database.  All admissions of infants and children <18 years old 

who were admitted to a participating pediatric ICU from January 1
st

, 2009 through September 

29
th

, 2012 were included.  The VPS,LLC database at the time of the data pull consisted of data 

from pediatric ICUs across the United States, along with one center in Saudi Arabia, and is 

utilized primarily for benchmarking and quality assessments[5].  VPS data was provided by the 

VPS, LLC.  No endorsement or editorial restriction of the interpretation of these data or opinions 

of the authors has been implied or stated.   

Data collected from the VPS database for each admission included academic center 

designation, 24/7 attending intensivist presence, demographics, diagnosis, origin of admission, 

scheduled/unscheduled, post-operative, and trauma status, day and time of admission, severity 

of illness scoring, and mortality.  All variables were specific to each admission (e.g. 24/7 

intensivist designation was at that center at the time of admission).  The 8 most frequent 

primary diagnostic categories were retained (respiratory, cardiovascular, neurologic, 

injury/poisoning/adverse effects, hematology/oncology, orthopedic, infectious, and 

gastrointestinal), with the remainder being consolidated into one category, “other” 

(Dermatologic, Endocrinologic, Factors Influencing Health, Genetic, Gynecologic, Immunologic, 

Metabolic, Newborn/Perinatal, Ophthalmologic, Psychiatric, Renal/Genitourinary, 

Rheumatologic, Symptoms, Transplant, and Ungroupable).  A scheduled admission was defined 

in the database as an admission with notification ≥12 hours in advance.  Post-operative status 

was designated as nonoperative, postoperative, or preoperative, if primary reason for admission 

was surgery occurring within 24 hours before or after admission.  Origin of admission was 
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grouped as emergency room (ER), inpatient (including ward and stepdown), operating room, 

post-anesthesia care unit, another ICU from the same hospital (neonatal ICU, delivery room, or 

adult ICU), outside hospital ICU, outside hospital ER, and other (outside hospital inpatient, 

outside hospital stepdown, outside hospital operating room, outside hospital clinic, home, 

inpatient or outpatient procedure suite, chronic care facility, physical or pulmonary 

rehabilitation facility, psychiatric or substance abuse facility, and other).  Severity of illness 

scoring used was Pediatric Index of Mortality 2 (PIM2) for the primary analysis, as this is a 

required data field in the VPS,LLC database.  PIM2 risk of mortality raw values were multiplied 

by 100 (converted to a percent value) for use in the analysis for the purposes of scale, and to 

yield an interpretable odds ratio.  Pediatric Risk of Mortality III (PRISM III) data were also 

obtained when available.  The variable “cardiac massage prior to admission” included in PRISM 

III was displayed as “cardiopulmonary resuscitation prior to admission” for clarity.   

 

Study Design:  This was a retrospective cohort study.  Primary outcome was ICU mortality as 

entered in the VPS,LLC database.  The exposure was off-hours admission, defined as admission 

occurring during nighttime (between 7:00pm and 6:59am the next day, regardless of day of 

week) or weekends (Midnight on Saturday morning until 11:59 pm Sunday).  PIM2 was used as 

the primary tool for severity of illness adjustment since it is a required data element in the VPS, 

LLC database, with PRISM III used for additional analysis.  Components of each severity of illness 

scoring tool were not used individually in the model, since the composite risk of mortality score 

entered in the model had been calculated using these elements.  Primary hypothesis was that 

risk-adjusted mortality is higher for pediatric ICU patients admitted during off-hours as 

compared with weekdays.  Secondary hypotheses were that risk-adjusted mortality is higher for 
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pediatric ICU patients admitted specifically during 1)nights (compared with daytime) and 

2)weekends (Saturday or Sunday admission as compared with Monday through Friday). 

 

Analyses:  Continuous descriptive data were compared using Student’s t-test for parametric or 

Mann-Whitney U test for non-parametric data, where appropriate.  Categorical descriptive data 

were compared using Pearson’s Chi square test.   

ICU mortality was the dependent (outcome) variable.  For the primary analysis, 

univariate analyses were first performed using a mixed regression model with clustering at the 

hospital level to determine significant predictors of ICU mortality.  Factors selected a priori to be 

evaluated in univariate analyses included off-hours admission, PIM2 risk of mortality, age 

category, gender, origin of admission [16], post-operative status, scheduled/unscheduled status, 

trauma status, 24/7 intensivist presence and academic center.  Mixed effects multivariate 

logistic regression with clustering at the hospital level was performed using all predictors.  

Evaluation of condition index and variance inflation factor was performed for all independent 

variables included in the model to exclude collinearity.  Subsequently, backward stepwise 

regression was used to identify potentially important predictors of mortality (p<0.1 to be 

included in the final mixed-effects model).  Predictors with a p<0.05 were considered 

statistically significant in the final model.  For secondary outcomes, a similar mixed-effects 

multivariate logistic regression was performed substituting nighttime or weekend admission, 

respectively, for off-hours admission.  An additional analysis was performed using PRISM III 

score to adjust for severity of illness instead of PIM 2 score for those centers reporting PRISM III 

data.  A post-hoc analysis was subsequently performed using admission during the hours of 
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6:00am-10:59am as an independent variable (vs. all other times of admission) instead of 

nighttime or weekend admission.   

All statistical analyses were completed using SAS version 9.2 (Cary, NC).  The 

Institutional Review Board of Wake Forest University Baptist Hospital approved this study.   
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Results 

Retrospective data from 246,185 admissions to 100 pediatric ICUs over the period from 

January 1
st

, 2009 to September 29
th

, 2012 were obtained from the VPS,LLC database.  One 

admission was excluded due to a negative entry for age, leaving 246,184 admissions in the final 

analysis.  The median number of admissions per center was 2313 (IQR 1007-3704) and 66% 

were classified as academic centers.  Staffing 24/7 by a pediatric intensive care attending was 

present in 55 of the centers for at least part of the collection period (45 for the entire period).    

Patient ages ranged from newborn through 17 years.  Patient characteristics are 

summarized in Table I.  Admissions during off-hours (nights and weekends) as compared with 

regular weekday admissions had a higher percentage of unscheduled and trauma admissions, a 

higher predicted risk of mortality, and a higher overall ICU mortality.  Primary admission 

diagnoses are summarized in Table II.  Respiratory causes of admission were most common 

during all time periods.  Admissions classified as trauma were predominantly in the 

Injury/Poisoning/Adverse Effects category for primary diagnosis (81%), with some in the 

Neurologic category (11%), and the remainder divided across other categories. 

Univariate associations between each variable and ICU mortality are summarized in 

Table III.  On multivariate analysis, admission to an academic center and post-operative status 

were excluded after backward selection.  Intensivist presence 24/7 was included in multivariate 

models due to a priori concern that it could meaningfully affect mortality for off-hours 

admissions, despite not being a statistically significant independent predictor of mortality in the 

multivariate analysis.  Associations between variables included in the final model and ICU 

mortality on multivariate logistic regression analysis are summarized in Table IV.  Off-hours 

admission was not associated with increased mortality when other significant factors were 
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included in the model.  Secondary analysis of nighttime admission and weekend admission were 

similarly not predictive of increased mortality.  Use of PRISM III rather than PIM 2 risk of 

mortality in the multivariate model yielded an identical odds ratio estimate for off-hours 

admission.   
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Table I.  Patient Characteristics 

 Weekday  

(Mon-Fri 7:00am-

6:59pm) 

 

N= 117,529 admissions 

Off-Hours  

(nights and 

weekends) 

 

N=128,655 

admissions 

p 

Age, years, median(IQR) 4.1 (0.9-11.5) 4.8 (1.2-12.1) <0.0001 

Age categories % 

     Neonate     (0-<1 month)  

     Infant          (≥1-12 mos) 

     Child            (≥1-12 yrs) 

     Adolescent (≥12-17.9 yrs) 

 

4.0 

21.9 

51.0 

23.1 

 

4.1 

18.8 

51.6 

25.5 

 

0.44 

<0.0001 

0.002 

<0.0001 

Female % 44.8 43.4 <0.0001 

Unscheduled Admission % 65.8 91.6 <0.0001 

Trauma % 4.2 12.5 <0.0001 

Post-operative % 48.3 16.5 <0.0001 

Post-cardiac bypass % 6.6 0.8 <0.0001 

PIM2 risk of mortality, mean 0.025 0.032 <0.0001 

PRISM III risk of mortality
a
 , mean 0.021 0.028 <0.0001 

Mechanical ventilation on  

admission
a  

% 

32.1 31.3 <0.0001 

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation 

prior to admission
a  

% 

1.5 2.2 <0.0001 

Head Trauma
a 
 % 2.9 8.9 <0.0001 

Origin of Admission % 

   Inpatient 

   Operating Room 

   PACU 

   Other ICU same hospital 

   Outside hospital ICU 

   Outside hospital ER 

   Other*  

   ER same hospital  

 

12.6 

27.6 

17.1 

1.2 

1.8 

11.1 

9.5 

19.1 

 

14.9 

6.7 

5.0 

0.6 

1.8 

24.2 

4.2 

42.7 

 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

0.81  

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

24/7 Intensivist present 58.8 56.6 <0.0001 

Academic Center 72.9 73.8 <0.0001 

ICU length of stay, days, 

median(IQR) 

1.8 (1.0-3.8) 1.7 (0.8-3.7) <0.0001 

Death in ICU % 2.2 2.8 <0.0001 
a
 9% missing data for PRISM III and all its components; Abbreviations:  PIM2:  Pediatric Index of Mortality 2; PRISM III: Pediatric Risk 

of Mortality III; ICU: Intensive Care Unit; * “Other” category includes outside hospital inpatient, outside hospital stepdown unit, 

outside hospital operating room, clinic, home, inpatient or outpatient procedure suite, chronic care facility, pulmonary or physical 

rehabilitation facility, psychiatric/substance abuse facility, and other.  
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Table II.  Primary Admission Diagnosis 

Primary Admission Diagnosis 

% 

Weekday  

(Mon-Fri 7:00am-6:59pm) 

 

N= 117,529 admissions 

Off-Hours  

(nights and weekends) 

 

N=128,655 admissions 

p 

Respiratory 26.5 29.2 <0.0001 

Neurologic 15.4 15.5   0.44 

Cardiovascular  15.0 5.8 <0.0001 

Hematology/Oncology 6.6 4.7 <0.0001 

Injury/Poisoning/Adverse Effects 6.5 17.6 <0.0001 

Orthopedic 5.6 1.2 <0.0001 

Infectious 3.5 5.3 <0.0001 

Gastrointestinal 3.5 3.7   0.005 

Other* 17.5 17.0   0.008 
*“Other” category includes Dermatologic, Endocrinologic, Factors Influencing Health, Genetic, Gynecologic, Immunologic, Metabolic, 

Newborn/Perinatal, Ophthalmologic, Psychiatric, Renal/Genitourinary, Rheumatologic, Symptoms, Transplant, and Ungroupable.   
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Table III.  Associations with Pediatric ICU Mortality by Univariate Analysis 

Independent Variable Odds Ratio (95%CI) p 

Off-Hours Admission 1.28 (1.22-1.35) <0.0001 

Nighttime Admission 1.09 (1.03-1.14) 0.002 

Weekend Admission 1.36 (1.28-1.44) <0.0001 

PIM2 Risk of Mortality 1.09 (1.09-1.09) <0.0001 

Age (months) 0.997 (0.997-0.998) <0.0001 

Age category  

  Neonate 

  Infant  

  Child 

  Adolescent (reference) 

 

2.44 (2.19-2.72) 

1.61 (1.49-1.73) 

1.03 (0.96-1.11) 

 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

0.36 

Gender=female 0.97 (0.92-1.02) 0.22 

Unscheduled admission 4.32 (3.94-4.74) <0.0001 

Trauma 2.68 (2.51-2.87) <0.0001 

Post-operative 0.36 (0.34-0.39) <0.0001 

Origin of Admission 

   Inpatient 

   Operating Room 

   PACU 

   Other ICU same hospital 

   Outside hospital ICU 

   Outside hospital ER 

   Other*  

   ER same hospital (reference) 

 

1.67 (1.55-1.80) 

0.49 (0.44-0.54) 

0.07 (0.06-0.10) 

3.20 (2.70-3.79) 

3.03 (2.68-3.44) 

1.69 (1.57-1.81) 

0.64 (0.55-0.73) 

 

<0.0001  

<0.0001  

<0.0001  

<0.0001  

<0.0001  

<0.0001  

<0.0001  

 

24/7 Intensivist Coverage 0.96 (0.86-1.08) 0.49 

Academic Center 1.23 (1.03-1.48) 0.02 
Abbreviations: ER: emergency room;  ICU:  intensive care unit; PACU: post-anesthesia care unit; * “Other” category includes outside 

hospital inpatient, outside hospital stepdown unit, outside hospital operating room, clinic, home, inpatient or outpatient procedure 

suite, chronic care facility, pulmonary or physical rehabilitation facility, psychiatric/substance abuse facility, and other.   
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Table IV.  Associations with Pediatric ICU Mortality by Multivariate Analysis 

Independent Variable Odds Ratio (95%CI) p 

Off-hours Admission 0.91 (0.85-0.97)   0.004 

Nighttime Admission 0.87 (0.82-0.93) <0.0001 

Weekend Admission 1.0   (0.93-1.07)   0.90 

PIM2 Risk of Mortality          1.08 (1.08-1.09) <0.0001 

Age categories 

  Neonate 

  Infant 

  Child 

  Adolescent (reference) 

 

1.55 (1.36-1.78) 

1.19 (1.09-1.30) 

0.95 (0.88-1.03) 

 

 

<0.0001 

  0.0002 

  0.23 

Gender=female 1.06 (0.99-1.13)   0.08 

Unscheduled admission 1.65 (1.44-1.90) <0.0001 

Trauma 1.46 (1.32-1.62) <0.0001 

Origin of admission 

   Inpatient 

   Operating room    

   PACU 

   Other ICU same hospital 

   Outside hospital ICU 

   Outside hospital ER 

   Other* 

   ER same hospital (reference) 

 

2.86 (2.61-3.12) 

         1.0 (0.86-1.16) 

0.20 (0.15-0.27) 

3.48 (2.85-4.26) 

3.25 (2.79-3.79) 

1.40 (1.28-1.54) 

0.98 (0.83-1.15) 

 

<0.0001 

  0.97 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

  0.79 

 24/7 intensivist coverage          1.0 (0.88-1.13)   0.95 
Odds ratios for all variables other than off-hours, nighttime, and weekend are presented as obtained in the multivariate model with 

off-hours included.  Abbreviations: ER: emergency room; ICU:  intensive care unit; PACU: post-anesthesia care unit; * “Other” 

category includes outside hospital inpatient, outside hospital stepdown unit, outside hospital operating room, clinic, home, inpatient 

or outpatient procedure suite, chronic care facility, pulmonary or physical rehabilitation facility, psychiatric/substance abuse facility, 

and other.   
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A review of mortality trends revealed that weekends had the highest unadjusted 

mortality of any days of the week (Figure 2).  However, the period of highest mortality during 

the day occurred between 6:00am-10:59 am rather than at night across the entire sample, while 

on weekends there was a more extended peak from 7:00am-2:59pm (Figure 3).  Admissions 

during the 7am hour had the highest unadjusted mortality on weekdays (3.7%), while mortality 

was highest for admissions during the 9am hour on weekends (4.4%).  A post-hoc multivariate 

regression analysis across the entire sample revealed an odds ratio for ICU mortality of 1.22 

(95% CI 1.1-1.33, p<0.0001) for admission during the period of 6:00-10:59 am compared with all 

other hours.  The 7am hour was also the time of the lowest admission frequency (Figure 4).   
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Figure 2:  Mortality by Day of Admission 

Percentage mortality by day of admission to the pediatric ICU.  Overall mortality for the entire 

sample was 2.48%.  Weekend mortality was 3.15% for both Saturday and Sunday, while 

weekdays ranged from 2.20-2.52%.   
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Figure 3:  Mortality by Hour of Admission 

Observed ICU mortality among those admissions to the pediatric ICU, as compared with 

predicted mortality by mean PIM2 risk of mortality, for admissions during each hour.  For the 

total sample (all days), the hours of 6:00am through 10:59am had observed mortality 

percentages of 2.92-3.85%, each higher than any other hour-long period and exceeding 

predicted mortality.  
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Figure 4:  Admission Density by Hour  

Percentage of admissions to the pediatric ICU by hour of the day.  For the total sample (all days), 

lowest admission volume was 7:00-7:59am, with 1.4% of admissions; highest was at 4:00-

4:59pm with 6.9%.   
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Discussion 

This study reports on the largest cohort of children to date on this topic and 

demonstrates that admission to the pediatric ICU during nights and weekends is not 

independently associated with increased risk of death.  These findings are contrary to the 

increased risk of death for nighttime admissions found in the largest previous multi-center study 

in this population, with over 20,500 pediatric ICU admissions to 15 centers [8].  Intensivist 

presence during off-hours was not reported in that study, however, and all admissions occurred 

during or prior to 2001.  In another study of 5,968 pediatric ICU admissions to a single center 

with 24/7 intensivist presence, evening and weekend admissions were not associated with 

mortality [11].  Our study demonstrated an apparent protective effect of off-hours admissions 

(odds ratio for mortality significantly <1), which seemed to be due to a lower risk of mortality for 

nighttime admissions compared with daytime, while weekend admissions were no different 

from weekdays on multivariate analysis.  This finding is similar to a report from a single center 

pediatric ICU analyzing 4,456 admissions over a 10 year period in Australia, in which admissions 

during the night and after-hours on weekends had an odds ratio for mortality of 0.71 (95%CI 

0.52-0.98)  [12].   

Our finding of a decreased odds of death for nighttime admissions may simply reflect 

that the highest risk period for our cohort was actually 6:00am-10:59am.  Therefore, comparing 

7:00pm-6:59am with daytime results in the majority of the higher risk period being in the 

daytime cohort.  Only 10.7% of admissions occurred during this 5-hour morning period, raising 

the concern for the possibility of merely having a skewed result secondary to a relatively small 

sample during those hours.  Alternatively, there may be some unrecognized protective effect of 

nighttime admission.  At night, there are fewer admissions overall and likely a decrease in other 
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activities diluting the attention of caregivers during daytime such as rounds, conferences, or 

transports out of the unit for diagnostic or therapeutic procedures.  The morning time period of 

highest risk in our study may have significance due to the transitions of care that often occur 

among nurses, physicians, and other providers at that time.  However, no such increase in 

mortality was observed around the 7:00pm hour when similar transitions may occur on 

weekdays; there was a small increase at 7:00pm on weekends.   

The morning time period of 6:00am-10:59 am includes a time period when morning 

rounds are conducted in most ICUs.  In a study of 46,264 medical and surgical admissions to four 

adult ICUs, Afessa et al [41] reported that admission during the rounding time from 8:00am-

10:59am was independently associated with increased risk of hospital death, with an odds ratio 

of 1.32 (95%CI 1.18-1.48).  Similarly, de Souza et al [42] found in 18,857 medical and surgical 

admissions to 5 adult ICUs that admission between 8:00am- 11:59 am was associated with 

increased severity of illness and increased odds of ICU mortality (OR 1.19, 95%CI 1.03-1.38).  

However, a smaller study of 3,540 adult medical ICU admissions to a single center found no 

increase in mortality for those patients admitted during morning rounds [43], and no studies in 

the pediatric ICU population have reported a similar finding.  By contrast, in a study in a 

pediatric cardiac intensive care unit, increased adjusted risk of death was noted between 

8:00pm and 2:00am compared to other time periods [13].  Future studies may be needed to 

further investigate the significance of this morning period when rounding and hand-offs occur, 

to determine whether an association with increased mortality persists across other samples and 

what factors may be contributory.   

Admission to an academic center was associated with increased risk of mortality on 

univariate analysis, but on multivariate analysis there was no longer any association with 
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increased odds of mortality and it was excluded from the final model by backward selection.  

This finding is likely due to a skewed population of higher-risk patients admitted to tertiary 

referral centers which was controlled for when severity of illness was included in the model.  On 

multivariate analysis, we found that certain age groups (neonates and infants as compared with 

adolescents), origins of admission (inpatient, another ICU in the same hospital, outside hospital 

ICU, and outside hospital ER as compared with ER in the same hospital), and being an 

unscheduled or trauma admission conferred an increased odds of mortality.  This finding of 

increased mortality for admissions from inpatient settings as compared with the ER at the same 

facility is consistent with previous reports in the pediatric ICU setting [8, 44].   However, age has 

not been a significant independent predictor of mortality in some other studies in the pediatric 

ICU population [8, 11].  Unscheduled admissions were also not predictive of mortality in one 

previous study [11], and scheduled admissions were excluded from multivariate analysis in 

other studies due to a focus only on emergency admissions [8, 12].  These differences may 

reflect somewhat different populations or definitions in this cohort, or could indicate changes in 

pediatric ICU mortality trends over time.   

The VPS,LLC database column for scheduled admission (planned ≥12 hours in advance) 

was used as an independent variable in the analyses even though PIM2 includes a field for 

elective admission (admission after an elective procedure, or could be postponed for >6 hours 

without adverse effect).  Both were included because of slightly different definitions, with 

“scheduled admission” being more of an administrative characteristic, and the fact that only 

77% of “scheduled” admissions were also considered elective by PIM2.  These values did not 

lead to detectable collinearity in our analyses, and unscheduled admission was still signficantly 

associated with mortality on multivariate analysis.  Of note, the odds ratio for off-hours 
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admission was still significantly <1 when unscheduled admission was not included as an 

independent variable.   

A major strength of this study is the large number of admissions included across 100 

pediatric ICUs, including both academic and non-academic centers and many centers with 24/7 

intensivist staffing.  Another strength of our study is the data quality; only one admission was 

excluded due to an erroneous negative value for age, and complete data were available for 

every independent variable included in the final analysis.   

Limitations of our study are primarily related to the limitations of using a large multi-

center dataset.  It is possible that erroneous values existed that were not detected on data 

screening.  Details of staffing other than attending intensivist coverage, such as resident, mid-

level provider, or nurse staffing, were not available.  Increased nurse staffing has been 

associated with improved outcomes in the ICU setting including reduced mortality[30, 45], so it 

is possible that an association between off-hours admissions and mortality could exist in a 

subset of centers with significantly decreased nursing staffing during these times.  Also, details 

regarding limitations of care (such as do not resuscitate orders or compassionate withdrawal of 

care) were not available.  If patients with such limitations in care were admitted more 

frequently during weekdays or off-hours, ICU mortality would likely be higher for these patients 

and skew the results regardless of any variation in care.   Finally our primary outcome, ICU 

mortality, is relatively rare in the pediatric population (2.5% overall in our cohort) and 

influenced by a myriad of factors.  Survival during off-hours may be different for subsets of 

patients with certain conditions that develop during the ICU stay which we were not able to 

analyze.  A large multi-center study in adults showed worse survival and neurologic outcomes 

for cardiac arrests occurring during nights and weekends [15].  A small single-center study in a 
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pediatric cardiac ICU similarly showed lower likelihood of successful resuscitation for cardiac 

arrests occurring during weekends, with weekend nights having the lowest overall resuscitation 

rate [16].  Our study was able to only evaluate characteristics at the time of admission and 

association with mortality, however any relation between subsequent physiologic deterioration 

and time of day was not able to be assessed.   

Furthermore, other clinically important factors besides mortality may be affected by 

staffing patterns and other differences during off-hours.  In a retrospective study at a single 

large tertiary pediatric ICU, transition to 24/7 intensivist presence was associated with 

decreased duration of mechanical ventilation and ICU length of stay, while mortality was not 

significantly different [28].  Medication errors [33] and unplanned extubations [46] in pediatric 

inpatients have both been reported to be more common during off-hours.   

In summary, our study provides evidence in a large cross-section of pediatric ICUs that 

off-hours admission is not independently associated with increased mortality.  However, future 

studies may target other outcomes such as medication errors, unplanned extubations, and 

physiologic deterioration leading to cardiopulmonary arrest that may occur during off-hours in 

the pediatric intensive care unit.  Further evaluation of the vulnerable time period of 6:00am-

10:59 am, which may include hand-offs of care as well as ICU rounding in many pediatric ICUs, 

also bears consideration based on our findings.   
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CHAPTER 3:  ADDITIONAL ANALYSES 

 

 While off-hours admission was not associated with pediatric ICU mortality in our cohort, 

there are several additional factors which could affect this association that were not able to be 

included in the manuscript and will be discussed here.  Independent variables in the model were 

modified by adding variables for race categories or redefining “weekend” to include Friday 

evening through Monday morning.  In addition, alternate outcome variables were examined, 

including death within 48 hours of admission and ICU length of stay.  The original model was 

applied only to high-risk subgroups in another analysis to increase sensitivity to any differences 

in care provided during off hours.  Finally, the morning time period of peak mortality, 06:00-

10:59am, was evaluated in further detail.   

 

Alternative Models and Outcomes for Off-Hours Admission 

 

A) Race 

Race and ethnicity has previously been reported to not be a significant predictor of 

mortality in the pediatric intensive care unit (ICU).  Lopez et al[47] evaluated 5,749 admissions 

from three pediatric ICUs from 1996-1997 and found that uninsured status, but not race, 

affected hospital mortality and overall resource use when severity of illness was taken into 

account.  Epstein et al[48], in a study using the VPS database (same database used in our 

analysis), evaluated 80,739 admissions from 31 pediatric ICUs and reported that race/ethnicity 

was not associated with ICU mortality.  However, they did note that the subgroup designated as 
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Asian/Pacific Islander did have an increased odds of ICU mortality (OR 1.35, 95%CI 1.01-1.81, 

p=0.042).  This subgroup represented only 2.5% of admissions in their cohort. 

 Given the results above, as well as the fact that race/ethnicity was not included in the 

analysis in the three largest previous studies on this topic[8, 9, 11], we did not intend to include 

race/ethnicity in our primary analysis of off-hours admission and mortality in pediatric intensive 

care.  In addition, race/ethnicity is not a required data element in the VPS database and had 

missing data for 68,950 (28%) of the total 246,184 admissions.  However, we did perform an 

additional analysis to evaluate whether race is an important predictor of ICU mortality that 

could affect the relationship between off-hours admission and mortality.   

Race descriptors are reported as entered in the VPS database, with the following slight 

abbreviations:  “Caucasian/European Non-Hispanic” was indicated as “Caucasian” in the table 

for brevity and “Asian/Indian/Pacific Islander” was indicated as  “Asian/Pacific Islander”.  The 

analysis was performed with missing data included in the “unspecified” race cohort (results 

were minimally different with missing data excluded).  Otherwise all definitions and statistical 

methods are as described previously.  Patient characteristics as well as results of univariate and 

multivariate analysis are displayed below in Table V.   
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Table V:  Race/Ethnicity During Off-hours and Regular Weekdays 

Characteristic Weekdays 7am-

7pm 

 

N=117,529 

Off-hours 

(nights and 

weekends) 

 N=128,655 

P 

Percent of Sample 

    Caucasian 

    African American 

    Hispanic 

    Asian/Pacific Islander 

    American Indian/Indigenous 

    Other/Mixed 

    Unspecified 

 

38.6 

13.1 

12.6 

2.1 

0.6 

3.6 

29.5 

 

35.1 

14.7 

13.7 

1.9 

0.7 

3.4 

30.5 

 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

0.001 

0.007 

<0.0001 

Percent Mortality 

    Caucasian 

    African American 

    Hispanic 

    Asian/Pacific Islander 

    American Indian/Indigenous 

    Other/Mixed 

    Unspecified 

 

1.9 

2.3 

2.5 

2.3 

2.8 

2.9 

2.2 

 

2.7 

2.9 

2.7 

3.6 

3.0 

2.8 

2.8 

 

<0.0001 

0.0015 

0.24 

0.006 

0.83 

0.74 

<0.0001 

Univariate Associations with 

Mortality, Odds Ratio (95%CI) 

    Caucasian (ref) 

    African American 

    Hispanic 

    Asian/Pacific Islander 

    American Indian/Indigenous 

    Other/Mixed 

    Unspecified* 

 

 

 

1.12 (1.03-1.22) 

1.12 (1.02-1.22) 

1.37 (1.15-1.62) 

1.21 (0.88-1.68) 

1.33 (1.16-1.53) 

1.26 (1.10-1.44) 

 

 

 

0.008 

0.014 

0.0005 

0.24 

<0.0001 

0.0006 

Multivariate Associations with 

Mortality, Odds Ratio (95% CI) 

    Caucasian (ref) 

    African American 

    Hispanic 

    Asian/Pacific Islander 

    American Indian/Indigenous 

    Other/Mixed 

    Unspecified* 

 

    Off-hours Admission 

    Nighttime Admission 

    Weekend Admission 

 

 

 

0.98 (0.88-1.08) 

1.08 (0.97-1.20) 

1.31 (1.06-1.61) 

0.86 (0.57-1.31) 

1.24 (1.05-1.46) 

0.96 (0.83-1.10) 

 

0.91 (0.85-0.97) 

0.88 (0.82-0.93) 

1.00 (0.93-1.07) 

 

 

 

0.65 

0.15 

0.01 

0.49 

0.01 

0.53 

 

0.005 

<0.0001 

0.92 

* includes missing data  
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Inclusion of race categories in the multivariate analysis did not change the relationship 

between off-hours admission and mortality, yielding an identical odds ratio of 0.91.  All other 

significant predictors (unscheduled admission, trauma status, origin of admission) in the 

multivariate model in the primary analysis also remained signficant with race categories 

included.  Patients designated as Asian/Pacific Islander had the highest overall mortality.  Race 

was not predictive of mortality for those in the most common categories (African American, 

Hispanic, and Unspecified) nor in the American Indian/Indigenous category.  These groups along 

with the reference category of Caucasian account for 94.5% of the sample, or 232,636 

admissions.  

In conclusion, the addition of race categories did not significantly affect the results of 

our study on off-hours admission.  The increased odds ratio for death among Asian/Pacific 

Islander and Other/Mixed groups may deserve further study, perhaps in a database with more 

thorough inclusion of race/ethnicity characteristics.  

 

B)  Re-defined “Weekend” 

In our study, “weekend” admission was defined as admission from 00:00 on Saturday to 

23:59 on Sunday.  However, there may be an effect of weekend admission that extends to 

include Friday evening and Monday morning.  Our current definition could dilute an effect and 

thus lead to type II error if these Friday nights and Monday mornings are indeed higher risk than 

other nights and contribute significantly to risk of weekend admission.  Arias et al [8], in the 

largest previous investigation in the pediatric ICU population of off-hours admission and 

mortality, defined weekends as 7pm Friday until 7am Monday, while several other studies used 

a definition similar to ours [7, 9-12].  To further investigate the possible association between 
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weekend admissions and mortality, and ensure that our findings are directly comparable to the 

largest previous investigation on this topic[8], we performed an ancillary analysis using this 

alternative definition of weekend admission. 

Weekends were now defined as Friday 7:00pm until Monday 06:59am.   Weekend 

admissions by the previous definition totaled 51,153, while admissions Friday from 7:00pm-

11:59pm yielded 8629 additional admissions and Monday from 00:00-06:59 yielded 6732, for a 

total of 66,514 admissions.  Statistical analyses were performed as described previously, except 

the usual residual pseudo-likelihood estimation in the mixed model did not converge so a 

Laplace estimation was used instead, still using a mixed model with a random effect for center.   

Multivariate regression demonstrated an odds ratio for “weekend” admission under the 

new definition of 0.99 (95%CI 0.92-1.06, p=0.75).  In summary, weekend admission remained 

not statistically associated with pediatric ICU mortality, even with a broadened definition of 

weekend to include Friday 7:00pm through Monday 06:59am. 

 

C) Deaths within 48 hours 

Death during an ICU admission may be related to a patient’s primary diagnosis at the 

time of admission, or may be related to subsequent physiologic deterioration from secondary 

processes or hospital-acquired conditions.  Therefore, some previous studies evaluating for an 

association between off-hours admission and mortality have used death within 48 hours of 

admission, rather than ICU mortality, as an outcome to increase sensitivity to detect variations 

in care occurring at the time of admission.  In the largest previous study of off-hours admission 

and mortality in the pediatric ICU population, Arias et al[8] evaluated 20,547 admissions to 15 

pediatric ICUs and found an odds ratio of 1.28 (95%CI 1.00-1.62) for death within 48 hours 
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among admissions during evening hours as compared with daytime, while weekend admissions 

were not associated with increased risk.  In another study, Bell et al analyzed over 3.7 million 

admissions to acute care hospitals across Canada, of which approximately 10% were pediatric 

patients, and found a small increase in mortality for weekend admissions vs. weekday (1.8% vs. 

1.6%) when the subgroup of patients who died within 48 hours were evaluated[49].   In light of 

these studies, we performed an additional analysis of off-hours admission and mortality in our 

cohort, using 48-hour mortality as the primary outcome.   

Data were analyzed as previously described, except for the following:  1) Primary 

outcome was death within 48 hours instead of ICU death 2)The usual method of residual-

pseudo-likelihood estimation for the mixed logistic regression model did not converge, 

therefore the mixed model was performed using the Laplace estimation, still with a random 

effect for center.    

 The interval until death for all patients who died in the cohort was 3.66 days (IQR 1.28-

10.99).  Data regarding interval until death are further summarized in Figure 5 and Figure 6 

below. 
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Figure 5:  Length of Service (duration of ICU stay until death) among patients who died during 

their ICU stay.   

 

 

 

Figure 6: Length of Service (duration of ICU stay until death), 11 days:  Elapsed time from 

admission until death among patients who died within the upper limit of the interquartile range 

(11 days). 
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Among the 6105 admissions in which the patient died, 2087 (34%) died within 48 hours.  

Interval duration from admission until death for these patients is summarized in Figure 7.   

 

Figure 7:  Length of Service (duration of ICU stay until death), 48 hours.  Elapsed time from 

admission until death among patients who died within 48 hours.   

 

 

 

Univariate and Multivariate analysis for associations with death within 48 hours of pediatric ICU 

admission are displayed in Table VI. 
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Table VI– Univariate and Multivariate Associations with Death within 48 hours 

UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS 

Independent Variable Odds Ratio (95%CI) p 

Off-Hours Admission 1.54 (1.41-1.68) <0.0001 

Nighttime Admission 1.32 (1.21-1.44) <0.0001 

Weekend Admission 1.46 (1.33-1.61) <0.0001 

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 

Off-Hours Admission 1.01 (0.90-1.12) 0.89 

Nighttime Admission 1.04 (0.94-1.16) 0.44 

Weekend Admission 0.97 (0.86-1.09) 0.58 

Age (months)   1.001 (1.000-1.002) 0.01 

Age categories 

 

Neonate (<1 month) 

Infant (1-12 months) 

Child (≥1-12 yrs) 

Adolescent (12-18 yrs) (ref) 

 

 

1.06 (0.83-1.36) 

0.83 (0.71-0.97) 

0.87 (0.76-0.99) 

 

 

0.62 

0.02 

0.03 

Gender=female 1.02 (0.92-1.13) 0.73 

Unscheduled Admission 3.34 (2.44-4.56) <0.0001 

Trauma 1.44 (1.25-1.65) <0.0001 

PIM2 Risk of Mortality 690 (594-802) <0.0001 

Origin of Admission 

   Inpatient 

   Operating room 

   PACU 

   Other ICU same hospital 

   Outside hospital ICU 

   Outside hospital ER 

   Other 

   ER same hosp(reference) 

 

1.99 (1.71-2.31) 

0.89 (0.68-1.15) 

0.20 (0.11-0.37) 

1.01 (0.60-1.70) 

1.69 (1.26-2.27) 

1.19 (1.04-1.36) 

0.68 (0.50-0.92) 

 

<0.0001 

0.35 

<0.0001 

0.97 

0.0005 

0.01 

0.01 

 

24/7 Intensivist 0.88 (0.75-1.03) 0.11 
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In this analysis, there was no association between off-hours admission overall, or the 

subgroups of nighttime or weekend admission, and death within 48 hours of admission to the 

pediatric ICU.  This is slightly different from the findings in our primary analysis which showed a 

decreased odds ratio (0.93) for ICU death for admissions during off-hours.  Additionally, the 

neonatal and infant age groups were no longer independently predictive of increased odds of 

death, while unscheduled admission became a stronger predictor of death than it was in the 

primary analysis with ICU death as the outcome (Death within 48 hrs: unscheduled admission 

OR 3.33, ICU death: unscheduled admission OR 1.56).   Approximately 1/3 of deaths occurred 

within 48 hours, and 75% occurred within 11 days of admission.  In summary, death within 48 

hours is a potentially more sensitive indicator of deterioration at the time of admission.  

However, our primary outcome of off-hours admission still was not an independent predictor of 

increased risk of death in this analysis. 

 

D)  ICU Length of Stay 

Length of stay in the ICU setting is complex and intertwined with risk of hospital-

acquired complications and cost.  A diverse array of factors other than patient severity of illness 

or quality of care likely have an impact on ICU length of stay, such as bed capacity and efficiency 

of triage by the care team on a particular day.  Length of stay has not been evaluated in most 

previous studies of off-hours admission and mortality in the pediatric ICU population [8-11].  

However, in one study in a single tertiary care pediatric ICU, Numa et al[12] reported that length 

of stay was shorter for admissions during off-hours (off-hours 44.05 hours vs. weekdays 50.0 

hours, p=0.001).  Additionally, Nishisaki et al [28] reported in a retrospective study that 

transition to a 24/7 in-house attending intensivist model resulted in shorter length of stay in 
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their large tertiary pediatric ICU, suggesting that perhaps increased efficiency of care for  off-

hours admissions when the intensivist previously was not present could account for the 

improvement.  We sought to perform an ancillary analysis to evaluate whether there is an 

association between off-hours admission and significantly different ICU length of stay. 

Length of stay for weekday admissions was a median of 1.76 days (IQR 0.97-3.84), while 

for off-hours the median length of stay was 1.66 days (IQR 0.80-3.70), yielding a signficant 

difference by Wilcoxon rank-sum test (p <0.0001).  Comparisons of length of stay for night vs. 

daytime and weekend vs. weekday admissions are shown below, in an excerpt from Table I of 

the manuscript. 

 Weekday 

Admission 

(n= 195,031) 

Weekend 

Admission 

(n=51,153) 

p Daytime 

Admission 

(n=141,413) 

Nighttime 

Admission 

(n=104,771) 

p 

Pediatric ICU length 

of stay, days, 

median (IQR) 

 

1.7  

(0.92-3.7) 

 

1.7  

(.89-3.9) 

  

<.0001 

 

1.8  

(0.98-3.9) 

 

1.6 

(.76-3.6) 

 

<.0001 

 

 

A mixed model using length of stay as the dependent (outcome) variable and all independent 

variables described previously was performed.    All independently signficant predictors of 

length of stay are shown in Table VII. 
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Table VII.  Predictors of ICU Length of Stay by Multivariate Regression Analysis.   

Independent Variable Coefficient (standard error) P value 

Off-hours Admission -0.10 (0.04) 0.009 

Nighttime Admission -0.19 (0.04) <0.0001 

Weekend Admission 0.02 (0.04) 0.72 

Age (months) 

 

Neonate (<1 month) 

Infant (1-12 months) 

Child (≥1-12 yrs) 

Adolescent (12-18 yrs) (ref) 

-0.009 (0.0003) 

 

2.85 (0.10) 

2.06 (0.05) 

0.26 (0.04) 

<0.0001 

 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

 

Gender=female 0.06 (0.04)   0.08 

Unscheduled Admission 0.23 (0.07)   0.001 

Trauma -0.61 (0.07) <0.0001 

PIM2 Risk of Mortality 9.67 (0.20) <0.0001 

Origin of Admission 

   Inpatient 

   PACU 

   Operating room 

   Other ICU same hospital 

   Outside hospital ICU 

   Outside hospital ER 

   Other 

   ER same hosp(reference) 

 

2.33 (0.06) 

-1.89 (0.11) 

-0.25 (0.11) 

10.77 (0.19) 

7.16 (0.14) 

-0.30 (0.05) 

0.44 (0.08) 

 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

0.02 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

 

24/7 Intensivist Presence -0.08 (0.09) 0.39 

Post-operative 0.99 (0.08) <0.0001 

 

As shown above, off-hours admission was independently associated with a slight 

decrease in length of stay of approximately 1/10
th

 of a day or around 2 ½ hours.  This decrease 

seemed to be primarily related to nighttime admissions, which were associated with a 

decreased length of stay by approximately 4 ½ hours, while weekend admissions had no 

significant independent association with length of stay.  In summary, off-hours admissions, 

primarily those during the nighttime, are independently associated with a statistically but not 

clinically significant length of stay in our analysis.   
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E) High-Risk Subgroups 

The hypothesis that off-hours admission could affect mortality in pediatric intensive 

care hinges on the idea that variations in care within seconds to hours of admission would affect 

ICU mortality.  This concept of the “first five minutes” of resuscitation or the “golden hour” for 

initiating critical life-saving interventions likely applies to only the most severly ill patients 

undergoing rapid physiologic decompensation, such as cardiac arrest, septic shock, or head 

trauma[50, 51].  Peberdy et al. found in their analysis of >50,000 adult cardiac arrests in a 

national registry that survival from in-hospital cardiac arrest was lower on nights and weekends 

as compared with weekdays[15].  Arias et al.[8] found that nighttime admission to the pediatric 

ICU was associated with highest odds of mortality in patients with shock (OR 4.09, 95%CI 1.65-

10.1), congenital cardiovascular disease (OR 3.90, 95%CI 1.37-11.1), and post-cardiac arrest (OR 

1.80, 95%CI 1.04-3.13).  No significant association with mortality was found for weekend 

admission in any diagnosis subcategory.  In a study of primarily adult acute care hospital 

admissions, Bell et al. found that weekend admission was associated with increased mortality 

for several emergency admission diagnoses including acute epiglottitis, ruptured abdominal 

aneurysm, pulmonary embolism, and intracranial hemorrhage[49].   

To further investigate a similar association in our pediatric ICU population, we sought to 

perform an ancillary analysis to evaluate for an association between off-hours admission and 

mortality in the specific subcategories of severely ill patients with cardiac arrest immediately 

prior to admission, shock, congenital cardiovascular disease, or head trauma.   

Patients with cardiac arrest immediately prior to admission were identified from the 

Pediatric Index of Mortality 2 high risk diagnosis field (n=4555 admissions).  Patients with shock 

were identified from the ICD-9 codes and represent a combination of the following codes:  
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Anaphylactic shock (n=220), Anaphylactic shock-serum (n=10), Cardiogenic shock (n=109), 

Postoperative shock (n=14), Septic shock (n=2272), Shock due to anesthesia (n=5), Shock nos 

(n=333), Shock w/o trauma NEC (n=445), Toxic shock syndrome (n=236), and Traumatic shock 

(n=26).  Patients with head trauma were identified from the PRISM3 diagnosis subcategory 

“head trauma” (n=13,564).  Patients with congenital cardiovascular disease were identified from 

the primary diagnosis subcategory description field as “Congenital Heart Defects” (n=14,206).  

Statistical methods were used as described previously.  Results are displayed in Table VIII. 

Table VIII.  Off-Hours Admission and Mortality for High-Risk Subgroups 

 

Diagnosis 

Subcategory 

Univariate Associations, 

OR (95%CI) 

p Multivariate Associations, 

OR (95%CI) 

p 

Cardiac Arrest 

N=4555 

admissions 

Off-hours: 1.13 (1.01-

1.28) 

 

Night:  1.09 (0.97-1.23) 

Weekend: 1.10 (0.96-

1.25) 

0.04 

 

0.15 

0.16 

Off-hours: 1.08 (0.92-1.26) 

 

Night: 1.12 (0.96-1.30) 

Weekend: 1.00 (0.84-1.18) 

0.36 

 

0.16 

0.99 

Shock* 

N=3670 

admissions 

Off-hours: 0.88 (0.70-

1.11) 

 

Night: 0.83(0.66-1.04) 

Weekend: 1.03 (0.80-

1.32) 

0.29 

 

0.10 

0.85 

Off-hours: 0.82 (0.64-1.06) 

 

Night: 0.80 (0.62-1.03) 

Weekend: 0.99 (0.75-1.31) 

0.13 

 

0.09 

0.92 

Head Trauma** 

N=13,564 

admissions 

Off-hours: 0.56 (0.48-

0.65) 

 

Night: 0.60 (0.52-0.70) 

Weekend: 0.79 (0.67-

0.92) 

<0.0001 

 

<0.0001 

0.003 

Off-hours: 0.77 (0.59-1.0) 

 

Night: 0.83 (0.65-1.06) 

Weekend:  0.81 (0.62-

1.04) 

0.05 

 

0.13 

0.10 

Congenital 

Cardiovascular 

Disease 

N=14,206 

admissions 

Off-hours: 3.13 (2.50-

3.93) 

 

Night: 2.68 (2.10-3.41) 

Weekend: 2.52 (1.74-

3.65) 

<0.0001 

 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

Off-hours: 1.66 (1.28-2.16) 

 

Night: 1.50 (1.15-1.97) 

Weekend: 1.05 (0.69-1.57) 

0.0001 

 

0.003 

0.83 

* Missing data 22.8% (56,248 admissions) 

**Missing data 9.1% (22,459 admissions) 
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As shown, off-hours admission only showed a statistically signficant association with 

mortality in the diagnosis subcategory of Congenital Cardiovascular Disease.  For the secondary 

analyses, admission at night was significantly associated with increased odds of mortality for 

patients with congenital cardiovascular disease as compared with daytime admission, while 

weekend admission was no different from weekday admission.  Of the 14,206 admissions with 

the subcategory designation of congenital cardiovascular disease, 8021 (56%) were also 

designated as admission after cardiac bypass.  Of those who were admitted after cardiac bypass, 

907/8726 (10.4%) were admitted at night and 100/8726 (1.2%) were admitted on weekends.  

Further analysis of those who were and were not admitted after cardiac bypass yielded the 

results in Table IX. 

 

Table IX.  Off-Hours Admission and Mortality for Admissions with Congenital Cardiovascular 

Disease 

 

Sub-Sub 

Category 

Univariate  p Multivariate p 

Cong Heart 

Disease + 

Cardiac Bypass 

N=8021 

Off-Hours: 4.91 (2.17-

5.91) 

 

Night: 4.17 (2.93-5.93) 

Weekend: 3.11 (1.10-

8.77) 

<0.0001 

 

<0.0001 

0.03 

Off-Hours: 2.89 (1.97-

4.25) 

 

Night: 3.10 (2.11-4.56) 

Weekend: 0.93 (0.28-

3.03) 

<0.0001 

 

<0.0001 

0.90 

Cong Heart Dz, 

no bypass 

N=6185 

Off-Hours: 2.26 (1.66-

3.08) 

 

Night: 1.65 (1.18-2.31) 

Weekend: 2.10 (1.39-

3.17) 

<0.0001 

 

0.004 

0.0004 

Off-Hours: 1.04 (0.74-

1.47) 

 

Night: 0.83 (0.57-1.20) 

Weekend: 1.03 (0.67-

1.60) 

0.82 

 

0.32 

0.89 

 

As shown, analysis in certain high-risk diagnosis subcategories revealed that only the 

subcategory of congenital cardiovascular disease along with admission after cardiac bypass had 
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an increased odds of mortality for off-hours admission (OR=2.89) on multivariate analysis.  The 

nighttime admissions with congenital cardiovascular disease after cardiac bypass had the 

highest odds of mortality (OR=3.1), while weekend admissions in this group did not have a 

signficantly increased odds of mortality.  Since approximately 90% of admissions after cardiac 

surgery occur during the daytime, these nighttime admissions likely represent more severely ill 

patients who were difficult to separate from the bypass circuit and thus had a long operative 

time, or were taken to surgery at night because they were critically decompensating.  The PIM2 

severity of illness scoring system was created to predict mortality risk across all pediatric ICU 

admissions and has “admission after cardiac bypass” within its high-risk diagnosis category [17], 

but was not designed to further differentiate mortality risk within a subpopulation of patients 

who received cardiac bypass Therefore, the increased odds of mortality for nighttime 

admissions after cardiac bypass likely represents an increased severity of illness not completely 

accounted for by controlling for mortality risk using PIM2.  However, it is also possible that 

variations in care exist for patients admitted at night after cardiac bypass. 
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Morning Admissions 

Rather than at night, the highest unadjusted percentage mortality in our cohort was 

found for admissions in the morning (6:00am-10:59am for the overall sample).  Thi time period 

includes morning rounds, which has been implicated as a period of increased risk for admissions 

in the adult ICU population[41].  The the VPS,LLC database does not include data regarding 

when morning rounds were conducted in its centers, however we sought to further characterize 

what differences may exist for pediatric ICU patients admitted during this time period vs. all 

other periods.   

Statistical methods were conducted as described previously, except morning was used 

as an independent variable (including admissions from 07:00-10:59) rather than off-hours.  

Patient characteristics and primary diagnoses for these patients are detailed below in Table X 

and Table XI.   
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Table X.  Patient Characteristics for Morning Admissions 

 Morning 

(Mon-Sun6:00am-

10:59am) 

 

N= 26,308 admissions 

All other times 

(Mon-Sun 11:00am-

5:59am) 

 

N=219,876 

p 

Age, years, median(IQR) 3.7 (0.9-10.8) 4.5 (1.1-11.9) <0.0001 

Age categories % 

     Neonate     (0-<1 month)  

     Infant          (≥1-12 mos) 

     Child            (≥1-12 yrs) 

     Adolescent (≥12-17.9 yrs) 

 

4.1 

22.6 

52.0 

21.3 

 

4.0 

20.0 

51.2 

24.7 

 

0.59 

<0.0001 

0.02 

<0.0001 

Female % 43.8 44.1 0.46 

Unscheduled Admission % 79.7 73.9 <0.0001 

Trauma % 5.6 8.9 <0.0001 

Post-operative % 22.3 32.8 <0.0001 

Post-cardiac bypass % 1.6 3.8 <0.0001 

PIM2 risk of mortality, mean 0.029 0.027 <0.0001 

PRISM III risk of mortality
a
 , mean 0.030 0.023 <0.0001 

Mechanical ventilation on  

admission
a  

% 

32.1 31.6 0.12 

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation 

prior to admission
a  

% 

2.2 1.8 0.0005 

Head Trauma
a 
 % 3.6 6.4 <0.0001 

Origin of Admission % 

   Inpatient 

   Operating Room 

   PACU 

   Other ICU same hospital 

   Outside hospital ICU 

   Outside hospital ER 

   Other*  

   ER same hospital  

 

24.2 

12.8 

4.8 

1.2 

1.4 

18.0 

8.7 

29.1 

 

12.5 

17.1 

11.5 

0.9 

1.8 

18.0 

6.5 

31.7 

 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

0.98 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

24/7 Intensivist present 56.9 57.8 0.008 

Academic Center 73.4 73.4 0.77 

ICU length of stay, days, 

median(IQR) 

1.6 (1.1-4.1) 1.7 (0.9-3.7) <0.0001 

Death in ICU % 3.2 2.4 <0.0001 
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Table XI.  Primary Admission Diagnosis for Morning Admissions 

 

Primary Admission Diagnosis 

% 

Morning 

(Mon-Sun6:00am-

10:59am) 

 

N= 26,308 admissions 

All other times 

(Mon-Sun 11:00am-

5:59am) 

 

N=219,876 

p 

Respiratory 36.6 26.9 <0.0001 

Neurologic 14.2 15.6 <0.0001 

Cardiovascular  9.0 10.3 <0.0001 

Hematology/Oncology 3.8 5.8 <0.0001 

Injury/Poisoning/Adverse Effects 8.8 12.7 <0.0001 

Orthopedic 0.8 3.6 <0.0001 

Infectious 5.8 4.2 <0.0001 

Gastrointestinal 3.3 3.7   0.001 

Other* 17.7 17.2   0.03 

 

On univariate analysis, the morning period (06:00-10:59) has an odds ratio for mortality of 1.38 

(95%CI 1.28-1.49).  Multivariate analysis yielded the results displayed belowin Table XII. 
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Table XII.  Associations with Mortality by Multivariate Analysis for Morning Admissions 

Independent Variable Odds Ratio (95%CI) p 

Morning Admission 0:600-10:59 1.22 (1.12-1.33) <0.0001 

Age (months) 0.999 (0.999-1.0)   0.001 

Age category  

  Neonate 

  Infant  

  Child 

  Adolescent (reference) 

 

1.55 (1.35-1.77) 

1.19 (1.09-1.31) 

0.95 (0.88-1.03) 

 

<0.0001 

  0.0002 

  0.24 

Gender=female 1.06 (0.99-1.03)   0.08 

Unscheduled admission 1.62 (1.41-1.86) <0.0001 

Trauma 1.46 (1.32-1.62) <0.0001 

PIM2 Risk of Mortality >999 <0.0001 

Origin of Admission 

   Inpatient 

   Operating Room 

   PACU 

   Other ICU same hospital 

   Outside hospital ICU 

   Outside hospital ER 

   Other*  

   ER same hospital (reference) 

 

2.84 (2.60-3.10) 

1.03 (0.88-1.19) 

0.21 (0.15-0.28) 

3.54 (2.89-4.33) 

3.30 (2.83-3.84) 

1.40 (1.27-1.53) 

1.00 (0.85-1.18) 

 

<0.0001  

  0.73 

<0.0001  

<0.0001  

<0.0001  

<0.0001  

  0.99 

 

24/7 Intensivist Coverage 1.0 (0.88-1.13) 0.96 

 

In summary, patients admitted to the pediatric ICU during the morning period of 06:00-

10:59 were slightly younger (morning: 3.7 years vs. all other times 4.5 years), more likely to be 

unscheduled admissions (morning: 79.7% vs. all other times: 73.9%), and significantly more 

likely to be admitted from an inpatient location (morning: 24.2% from inpatient vs. all other 

times: 12.5%) rather than the ER, operating room, or PACU.  Morning admission was 

independently associated with increased odds of ICU mortality on multivariate analysis.  These 

findings may indicate variations in care after the patient arrives in the ICU, such as dilution of 

caregivers’ attention by morning rounds or other factors, or could indicate characteristics 

related to timing or characteristics of transfer.  It is possible that patients whose conditions 
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deteriorate overnight do not receive the same interventions while still on the inpatient ward or 

are not transferred to the ICU as quickly as during the day, perhaps due to staffing issues at 

night or human factors related to wanting to wait until others arrive in the morning.  Transfer in 

the morning period from 06:00-10:59 could represent a combination of patients in a critical 

state of deterioration, concurrent with staff arriving who do not know the patient as well, with 

subsequent arrival in the ICU at a time of morning hand-offs and morning rounds.  In addition, 

increased ICU occupancy could be a factor since patients are usually discharged or transferred 

after morning rounds rather than in the middle of the night.   Further studies may be needed to 

confirm in other cohorts whether this morning time period is indeed consistently associated 

with increased mortality, and further investigate by gathering more details about individual 

cases what combination of system, human, or other factors may be contributing.   
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Conclusions and Future Directions 

These ancillary analyses reinforce the conclusion of the primary analysis that off-hours 

admission is not associated with significantly increased odds of mortality, even with multiple 

definitions of mortality or weekend hours, or when race is included in the analysis.  In addition, 

no clinically significant length of stay difference is observed for those patients admitted after 

hours.  Further investigation of the increased odds of death for those few patients admitted at 

night after cardiac bypass may be warranted, perhaps utilizing a scoring system other than PIM2 

that would be able to adequately adjust for severity of illness in this subpopulation.  Future 

areas of investigation might focus on the morning period of 6:00am-10:59 am during which the 

peak mortality risk was found in our study.   Various system factors or human factors may affect 

care during this time period, such as inadequate patient hand-off or provider inattention during 

rounds, which should be analyzed further in other cohorts.  In addition, while important, 

mortality may be a very insensitive indicator of variation in care in the pediatric ICU setting due 

to the overall low incidence (approximately 2.5%), and other clinically important outcomes such 

as time on mechanical ventilation should be examined in this population as well.   
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APPENDIX: SEVERITY OF ILLNESS SCORING SYSTEMS 

Pediatric Index of Mortality 2 (PIM2) Score Components 

Absolute value of (Systolic blood pressure mm Hg -

120) 

Elective admission (Y/N) 

Pupils fixed to light (Y/N) Recovery post procedure (Y/N) 

100 x [Fraction of inspired oxygen/PaO2] Bypass (Y/N) 

Absolute value of base excess, mmol/L High Risk diagnosis (Y/N) 

Mechanical ventilation (Y/N) Low risk diagnosis (Y/N) 

Abbreviations: PaO2: plasma concentration of oxygen, mm Hg                 Source: Slater 2003[17] 

High risk diagnosis: cardiac arrest preceding ICU admission, severe combined immune deficiency, leukemia or lymphoma after first 

induction, spontaneous cerebral hemorrhage, cardiomyopathy or myocarditis, hypoplastic left heart syndrome, HIV infection, liver 

failure as the main reason for ICU admission, neuro-degenerative disorder 

Low risk diagnosis (all as the main reason for ICU admission): asthma, bronchiolitis, croup, obstructive sleep apena, diabetic keto-

acidosis 

Pediatric Risk of Mortality (PRISM III) Score Components 

Systolic blood pressure Heart rate 

Temperature Pupillary reflexes 

Mental status Total CO2 

pH PCO2 

Acidosis PaO2 

Glucose Potassium 

Creatinine Blood Urea Nitrogen 

White blood cell count Prothrombin time or Partial Thromboplastin 

time 

Platelet count Other* 

*Other factors include nonoperative cardiovascular disease, chromosomal abnormality, cancer, previous PICU admission, Pre-ICU 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation, post-operative, acute diabetic ketoacidosis, admission from inpatient unit (excluding post-operative 

patients)               Source:  Pollack 1996[18] 
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